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From the author of 6 Sick Hipsters comes a razor-sharp, darkly satirical, brilliantly warped new novel about
murder, love, torture, art, ninjas, ambition, drugs. . .and everything in between.

Leigh Tiller has just been kidnapped. The beautiful, ineffably cool New York socialite is being held by a
group of mentally ill terrorists who've demanded millions in ransom from Leigh's wealthy father.

There's just one problem: Kip Tiller doesn't want Leigh back. He wants her dead. And he's hired The
Serologist--a psychotic, patchwork-scarred hit man--to make sure it happens.

Leigh's unlikely savior is Laser Mechanic, the coolly brilliant leader of the guerrilla art collective, Strategic
Art Defense. Now, Laser, his team of highly trained artists, and Leigh are on their way to Las Vegas, running
from The Serologist and the cops. . .and into a head-on collision with several contract killers--the Gashes,
vicious girl bikers, the Black Sultans, adolescent gang-bangers, and the Bisons, a pair of sadistic, meth-
addled brothers--looking to make a fast fortune. The outcome will be bloody, brutal, bizarre--and utterly
unexpected. . .

 Praise for Rayo Casablanca and Six Sick Hipsters

"Thoroughly amusing and utterly demented." --Owen King, author of We're All In This Together

"A wild, poignant, twisted, bitterly funny page turner." --Jason Starr, author of The Follower

"A wild ride of a novel." --Jeff Parker, author of Ovenman and The Back of the Line

"Mad as a bag of artistic squirrels. With guns. Very brilliant and very original." --Allan Guthrie, author of
Savage Night

"Anarchy as art, rampaging hitmen, and some serious Daddy Issues fuel Rayo Casablanca's violent, savvy,
and propulsive Very Mercenary. Think Andy Warhol meets The Monkey Wrench Gang and you're getting
the picture. Casablanca's writing cuts hard, fast, and deep as a buzzsaw. Reader beware: you're going to
bleed." --Craig Davidson, author of The Fighter
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From reader reviews:

Sharon Stennis:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information currently can get by anyone in
everywhere. The information can be a know-how or any news even a concern. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is inside former life are difficult to be find than now is taking seriously
which one works to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you receive the unstable
resource then you obtain it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All of those
possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take Very Mercenary as your daily resource information.

Hilda Szymanski:

The e-book with title Very Mercenary posesses a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a
lot of gain after read this book. This kind of book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this
guide represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. This particular book will bring you inside new era of the internationalization.
You can read the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Julie Flanagan:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside using friends, fun activity along with family or just
watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by examining a book. Ugh,
do you consider reading a book will surely hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It alright
you can have the e-book, getting everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like Very Mercenary which is
having the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's find.

Neil Owens:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got students? We believe that that question was
given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And also you know
that little person including reading or as studying become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important in addition to book as to be the point. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except your
own personal teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update in relation to something by book.
Amount types of books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them are these claims Very
Mercenary.
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